Modelling nanofiltration of electrolyte solutions.
This review critically examines current models for nanofiltration (NF) of electrolyte solutions. We start from linear irreversible thermodynamics, we derive a basic equation set for ion transfer in terms of gradients of ion electrochemical potentials and transmembrane volume flux. These equations are extended to the case of significant differences of thermodynamic forces across the membrane (continuous version of irreversible thermodynamics) and solved in quadratures for single salts and trace ions added to single salts in the case of macroscopically-homogeneous membranes. These solutions reduce to (quasi)analytical expressions in the popular Spiegler-Kedem approximation (composition-independent phenomenological coefficients), which we extend to the case of trace ions. This enables us to identify membrane properties (e.g. ion permeances, ion reflection coefficients, electrokinetic charge density) that control its performance in NF of multi-ion solutions. Further, we specify the phenomenological coefficients of irreversible thermodynamics in terms of ion partitioning, hindrance and diffusion coefficients for the model of straight cylindrical capillaries. The corresponding expressions enable assessment of the applicability of the popular nanopore model of NF. This model (based on the use of macroscopic approaches at nanoscale) leads to a number of trends that have never been observed experimentally. We also show that the use of the Born formula (frequently employed for the description of dielectric exclusion) hardly leads to meaningful values of solvent dielectric constant in membrane pores because this formula disregards the very solvent structure whose changes are supposed to bring about the reduction of dielectric permittivity in nanopores. We conclude that the effect should better be quantified in terms of ion excess solvation energies in the membrane phase. As an alternative to the nanopore description of NF, we review recent work on the development of an advanced engineering model for NF of multi-ion solutions in terms of a solution-diffusion-electromigration mechanism. This model (taking into account spontaneously arising transmembrane electric fields) captures several trends observed experimentally, and the use of trace ions can provide model parameters (ion permeances in the membrane) from experiment. We also consider a recent model (ultrathin barrier layers with deviations from local electroneutrality) that may reproduce observed feed-salt concentration dependences of membrane performance in terms of concentration-independent properties like excess ion solvation energies. Due to its complexity, practical modelling of nanofiltration will probably be performed with advanced engineering models for the foreseeable future. Although mechanistic studies are vital for understanding transport and developing membranes, future simulations in this area will likely need to depart from typical continuum models to provide physical insight. For enhancing the quality of modelling input, it is essential to improve the control of concentration polarization in membrane test cells.